It is a well known fact that a supersolvable lattice is ELoshellable. Hence a supersolvable lattice (resp., its Stanley-Reisner ring) is Cohen-Macaulay. We prove that if L is a supersolvable lattice such that all intervals have non-vanishing Mt~bius number, then for an arbitrary element x e L the poser L -{x} is also Cohen-Macaulay. Posets with this property are called 2-Cohen-Macaulay posets. In particular, in this case the type of the Stanley-Reisner ring of L is given by the absolute value of the MiSbius number p.(L). On the other hand, it is a simple observation that the non-vanishing of the MSbius number on intervals is a necessary condition for a poset to be 2-Cohen-Macaulay. For the proof of the 2-Cohen-Macaulayness we will derive some remarkable results about the homotopy type of posets, in particular on posets the homotopy type of which is a wedge of spheres. Before we can come to the definition of a CM-poset, we have to become familiar with some notation. We call a finite partially ordered set a poset. If P has a least element 8 and a greatest element 1, then P is called bounded. A graded poset P is a bounded poset all of the maximal chains of which are of like length. We call the length (i.e. the cardinality minus 1) of the longest chain in a poset P the rank of P. The order complex A(p) of a bounded poset P is the simplicial complex the simplices of which are the linearly ordered subsets xt <" • • <x, of P -{8, i}. By IAI we denote the geometric realization of a simplicial complex/i. The functor IA( • )1 from the category of posets to the category of topological spaces (resp. homotopy classes of topological spaces) allows us to speak of the homotopy type of a poset and of homotopy equivalent posets. We will denote by /~.(A, R) simplicial homology of the simplicial complex A with coefficients in the ring R. For two elements x ~<y of the poset P we denote by [x, y] the interval {zlx <-z <~ y} in P. Now we are in a position to give the definition of a CM-poset. A graded poset P is a CM-poset over the ring R if /-)i(/i([x, y]), R)= 0 vanishes for all i ~ rank ([x, y])-2 for all x <y in P. Now Reisner's Theorem says that a poset is Cohen-Macaulay over a field K iff its Stanley-Reisner ring over K is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. The Stanley-Reisner ring or face ring R[P] over the ring R of a bounded poset P is the quotient of the transcendental extension R[x I x E P -{0, i}] with trancendence basis P -{0, i} modulo the ideal generated by x • y for incomparable elements x, y of P. We refer the reader to [7] for an introduction to the combinatorial interpretation of the concept and to [10] for the background in commutative algebra.
I. ~n'RODUCrlON
The notion of a Cohen-Macaulay poset (CM-poset for short) was independently introduced by Baclawski [1] and Stanley around 1975 , motivated by background from commutative algebra and by Reisner's Theorem.
Before we can come to the definition of a CM-poset, we have to become familiar with some notation. We call a finite partially ordered set a poset. If P has a least element 8 and a greatest element 1, then P is called bounded. A graded poset P is a bounded poset all of the maximal chains of which are of like length. We call the length (i.e. the cardinality minus 1) of the longest chain in a poset P the rank of P. The order complex A(p) of a bounded poset P is the simplicial complex the simplices of which are the linearly ordered subsets xt <" • • <x, of P -{8, i}. By IAI we denote the geometric realization of a simplicial complex/i. The functor IA( • )1 from the category of posets to the category of topological spaces (resp. homotopy classes of topological spaces) allows us to speak of the homotopy type of a poset and of homotopy equivalent posets. We will denote by /~.(A, R) simplicial homology of the simplicial complex A with coefficients in the ring R. For two elements x ~<y of the poset P we denote by [x, y] the interval {zlx <-z <~ y} in P. Now we are in a position to give the definition of a CM-poset. A graded poset P is a CM-poset over the ring R if /-)i(/i([x, y]), R)= 0 vanishes for all i ~ rank ([x, y] )-2 for all x <y in P. Now Reisner's Theorem says that a poset is Cohen-Macaulay over a field K iff its Stanley-Reisner ring over K is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. The Stanley-Reisner ring or face ring R [P] over the ring R of a bounded poset P is the quotient of the transcendental extension R[x I x E P -{0, i}] with trancendence basis P -{0, i} modulo the ideal generated by x • y for incomparable elements x, y of P. We refer the reader to [7] for an introduction to the combinatorial interpretation of the concept and to [10] for the background in commutative algebra.
An important aspect of a poset property is its behavior under poset transformations (direct products, rank selection, and so on). In this respect one of the most difficult transformation on CM-posets is the removal of elements. A CM-poset P is called k-Cohen-Macaulay if for every (k-1)-subset A of P-{0, i} the poset P-A is a 415 CM-poset of the same rank as P. Since the maximal value of k for which a CM-poset is k-Cohen-Macaulay measures in some way the connectivity of the poset, we will also use the term k-CM-connected in this situation. Of course, in general a CM-poset is also a 1-CM-poset, but need not be k-Cohen-Macaulay for any k ~> 2. This is seen by the fact that P -A is even not necessarily of the same rank as P. Again, the determination of the CM-connectivity of a poset relates to the commutative algebra of its Stanley-Reisner ring. In particular, by a result of Baclawski [1, Corollary 4.7] a bounded poset P is 2-Cohen-Macaulay iff the type of its Stanley-Reisner ring is given by the absolute value/z(P) of its Mtibius number (see [13] and [16] for the definition and basic properties of the MObius number). This is of interest, because in general it is very difficult to determine the type of a CM-ring. Explicit formulas for the type of the Stanley-Reisner ring of some classes of Cohen-Macaulay posets (in general, not 2-Cohen-Macaulay) can be found in [11] and [12] . We would like to thank Takayuki Hibi for directing our interest to the particular problem treated in this paper.
In [1, Theorem 3.3] it is proved that geometric lattices are k-Cohen-Macaulay if there is no line with fewer than k-points. In our paper we will classify the supersolvable lattices which are 2-Cohen-Macaulay. It is well known that every supersolvable lattice is Cohen-Macaulay (indeed, it is EL-shellable [3] ). Since the methods used by Baclawski for the determination of the CM-connectivity of a geometric !attice depend heavily on very specific properties of geometric lattices, we have to develop new techniques first. In fact, we will show the assertion by using topological tools. 
For the proof of this theorem we use recently developed topological methods [4] and results originally introduced in an abstract setting in [8] , [9] and [18] , and reformulated in a very applicable form in [20] . These techniques will be applied in the study of the homotopy type of the geometric realization [A(P)I of the order complex za(P) of a bounded poset P. The adaption of methods from homotopy theory for the study of the homotopy type of posets leads us to results the interest in which lies beyond the setting of this paper. We prove that a rather general construction will derive posets which are homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres from posets which are also homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres.
As an application of our main result, we determine the finite groups the lattice of subgroups of which is 2-Cohen-Macaulay.
SUBPOSETS OF FINGER TYPE
In this section we will be concerned with the homotopy type of posets which are contractible after the removal of a convex subset of a certain shape. A subset A _c p of a poset P is called convex if, for any three-element chain x ~< y ~< z of P, the element y lies in P if x and z do. The results derived here will be applied in the classification of those supersolvable lattices which are 2-Cohen-Macaulay.
We call a (not necessarily bounded) poset Q of rank 1 a poset of type OF) if Q has a least dement 13o. An equivalent formulation would be: 'Q is a meet-semilattice of rank 1'. The letter 'F' was chosen since these very simple posets look just like the fingers of'a hand. Now we will give a construction which associates a new poset P(Q) to a convex subset Q of a poser P that satisfies the following conditions:
(A) The set Q is the disjoint union of posets Q1,..., Q, of type (F).
(B) The elements of Qi and Qj are mutually incomparable for i ~]. The maximal elements of each Q~ are also maximal in P.
The posers P(Q) will play a crucial role in the analysis of supersolvable lattices. Now we describe the construction of P(Q) from posets P and Q which satisfy the conditions (A) and (B). For a poset P and an element x E P we denote by P~ the subposet {y l y and analogously defined are the posets P~, P~.x and P>x. Suppose that P is a bounded poser with least element 0 and greatest dement i. Let p be an element distinct from all elements of P. Let {131, y~,..., y~,~ be the elements of (ii) The order relation on Q~ u Aj is the order relation inherited from P. (iii) The element p is incomparable to any element of Q~ for 1 <~ i ~< t. All elements of the sets A~ are smaller than p.
(iv) The element l" is the greatest dement of P(Q).
By construction, 13 is the least and i is the greatest element of P(Q). In ]~articular, P(Q) is bounded. A schematic description of a part of the poser P(Q) -{13,1} is given in Figure 1 .
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FIOURE 1
In the sequel we will need the following unpublished result of Bj0rner. The theorem is a far-reaching generalization of the 'Homotopy Complementation' formula of Bj0rner and Walker [5] . In the description of topological spaces we write '*' for the join, 'Y? for the suspension and 'v' for the wedge operation (see [14] for the basic definitions from algebraic topology). THEOREM 2.1 [4] . Let 
sx,,,,/" sx2,, for yd _ c.
Now our first result is an immediate corollary of Bj0rner's theorem.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let P be a bounded poset and let Q c_ p -{0, i} be a convex subset of P satisfying conditions (A) and (B). If P -Q is contractible then the posets P and P(Q ) are homotopy equivalent.
PROOF. We can apply Theorem 2.1 for the convex subset C = Q. The only thing to check is that the construction of the poset P(Q) is just a reformulation of Theorem 2.1 for this particular situation.
[] []
In the proof of the following proposition we will use some recently exhibited topological tools [20] for the study of the homotopy type of topological spaces which are constructed by gluing simpler pieces together. The methods and theorems are actually not all new, but they are somewhat hidden in a very abstract setting. Therefore we can refer the reader for the definitions omitted here to the papers [8] , [9] and [18] . One also finds an excellent elementary introduction to this subject in the paper by Ziegler and ~.ivaljevi6 [20] . In the sequel we will give the definition of the basic concept. By a P-diagram (or simply diagram) we will always mean a functor ~:P ~ CW-Top which associates to every element x of the poset P (regarded as a small category) a CW-complex ~x. To two elements x ~< y of P the functor ~ associates a continuous mapping dxr: @y~x. Instead of specifying CW-complexes (resp. continuous mappings), we will often use posets (resp. monotone mappings) the order complexes (resp. induced mappings) of which will serve as the CW-complexes (resp. continuous mappings). By II ~ II we denote the homotopy limit of the diagram @. In the definition of I1@ II we will need the following notation. We write P for the poset P enlarged by an artifieal least element 0 and a largest element t. The space II ~ II is the quotient of the space H~pA(P~)~x ~ by a equivalence relation '-', defined as follows~. Let Y be thee set 11 ~<y A(P~) x ~y. For a space A(~) × ~ we denote .by a:A(P~)x ~y~A(P,~y)×~ the mapping induced in the first component by the inclusiof.n of A(P~) ~ A(P,~y) and in the second component by the identity on ~y. By : A(P~) × ~y ~ A(P~) x ~ we denote the mapping induced in the first component by the identity on ~ and in the second component by the mapping dxy. Now the relation '-' is generated by a(u, v) =- [3(u, v PROOF. We will prove the assertion by constructing a sequence of three diagrams ~, ~' and ~". Then we apply facts stated in [20] to show that the three diagrams determine homotopy equivalent spaces II @ II, II ~' II and II @"11. We also use these results to give the actual homotopy type. As mentioned before, most of the facts used in the proof and the basic definitions can already be found in one of [8] , [9] or [18] . We always provide the reference to [20] , since the formulation given there suits our purposes best.
In the first step we construct a diagram @ for which an application of the Projection Lemma [20, 1.6] shows that its homotopy limit is homotopy equivalent to P(Q). In the sequel we use the notation of the definition of P(Q) (e.g. we use the letter p for the point of P(Q) specified in the definition). We define the poser R underlying the diagram ~ on the points u, OR, vl, ..., Vk, Zl .... , Zk and wl, ..., Wk. The order relations will be the relations indicated in the Hasse diagram shown in Figure 2 .
Hence u corresponds to the greatest element. Now we associate to the points of the following posers (resp. the geometric realization of their order complexes). We will implicitly assume that to each poset specified under (i)-(iv) an artificial least element and greatest element is added, in order to make all posers bounded (i.e. we assume a '^' over all posets specified): (i) to the point u we associate the poset {p} t.J P<0Q; (ii) to the points vi we associate the posets {p, Yi} O P<~Q. (iv) to the points zi we associate the posets {p, 0 o, yi} U P<oQ;
(v) to the points w~ we associate the posets {p, Yi} tA (P<y, -{0Q}).
The maps between the posets will be the natural inclusion maps. It is easily seen that the direct limit of these posets with respect to the diagram ~ is the poset P(Q).
Actually, the greatest element u does not contribute any additional identification in the limit. It is only inserted to be able to apply the results from [20] for our situation. • (Commutativity) There are homotopy equivalences f~: ~x~ ~" for x e R such that d'y ofy =fx od~ for x ~<y in R. Again, the maps of the diagrams emerging from u are just the inclusion maps sending p to the wedge points of the spaces ~ for y < u. The maps from the spaces @', to the spaces ~' w, are the constant maps to the point p. Finally, the maps from spaces ~o, and ~0R to the spaces ~' ' z, are the identity maps between these spaces. The following reasoning indeed shows that these spaces are homeomorphic. For ~', and ~" this is 0R clear. Let S be the poset {p, {3o, Yi} U P<%. Then S>% = {yi} is contractible. Hence, by elementary homotopy theory, the poset {p, y~} tA P<% is a deformation retract of the poset S. Before we consider the other mappings we take a closer look at the construction of the homotopy equivalences. We take the described retraction as the homotopy equivalence f~, in the point z~ of the diagrams ~ and ~'. Now it is easily seen that this homotopy equivalences and all maps ending in z~ commute. For the maps emerging from u (Commutativity) is trivial. More involved is the situation for the inclusion from v~ to wi. Here we use the fact that a every map of a k-dimensional complex into an n-connected topological space is homotopically trivial for (k <n). Hence the image of an inclusion of a wedge of k-spheres in a wedge of n-spheres (k < n) is contractible. The contraction of the image of {p, y,.} tA P<0Q in {p, y~} tJ (P<y,-{130} ) to p gives rise to an homotopy equivalence fw,: ~ ---~ ~" which commutes with the other maps.
Having checked (Homotopy) and (Commutativity), an application of the Homotopy Lemma [20, 1.7] shows that II ~ II and II ~'11 are homotopy equivalent.
In the next step we are going to construct a diagram @" on a poset R" different from the poser R underlying ~ and 9'. The new poser consists of the points u' and v~ .... , v/,. We attach to the point u' a wedge of spheres homotopy equivalent to {p, 0o} t3 P<% and to the point v[ we attach a wedge of spheres homotopy equivalent to {p, y,.} U (P<r, -{0n}). As the wedge point we choose p. The only ord8r relations on the poset are u' >>-v[ for all i. The maps are the constant maps sending all the elemdnts of the wedge homotopic to the geometric realization of {p, 0n} t.J P<8o to the element p. By construction, the diagram 9" satisfies the conditions of the Wedge Lemma [20, 1.9]:
• (Wedge) @" is a diagram over a poset with a unique maximal dement u'. For all y E R" -{u'} there is a cy E ~y such that for all y ~> x the map d~ is the constant map with image {cy}. Let Y be the antichain consisting of the elements v" E P. Then, by the Wedge Lemma [20, 1.9], 119"11 is homotopy equivalent to the wedge lACY)I* I~:/(P<%)I v V I:C z~CP<v)l.
1,' ~! V As noted before (see again [6, Lemma 3.5(ii)] for an explicit proof), the join with an antichain (in particular, the suspension) of a wedge of spheres is homotopicaUy a wedge of spheres the dimensions of which is increased by 1. Hence the assertion follows once we have proved that II9' II and II 9"11 are homotopy equivalent.
Unfortunately, this situation cannot be treated with one of the tools provided ha [20] ; iastead, we have to argue in our concrete situation.
The least dement u of R is contained in every simplex of the geometric real|zation of a(R). Additionally, the space associated to u consists only of the point p which is the common wedge point for the wedge of spheres attached to the other elements of 9'. Hence the space H ~'11 is simply the space associated to the subdiagram ~ on the poset R -{u} where a cone with apex p is taken over the subspace A(R -{u}) x {p}. Since a(R-{u}) is contractible, we obtain II~III as a deformation retract of 119'11 by contracting the cone with apex u. The spaces ~',, 9", and ~R are homeomorphic and the mappings between these spaces in 9' are the identity maps. The Hasse Diagram of R-{0R} (as a graph) is actually a tree with OR as its only branchpoint. Now, the construction of the homotopy limit shows that zi and vt on the path from 0R to w~ do not contribute anything to the homotopy type of II ~III. We may omit them and instead set w~ < 0R with associated map d',w,; note again that 9", and ~R are homeomorphic. But this construction gives a diagram equivalent to the diagram 119"11.
[] COROLLARY 2.
Let P be a bounded poset and let Q be a convex subposet of P -{0, ~} which satisfies the conditions (A) and (B) for the posets Q~. If (i) P-Q is contractible, (ii) for each poset Qi {Oi, fx .... , y~) the poset P<~ is a wedge of spheres of dimension k, and (iii) each P<yi is a wedge of spheres of dimension n > k, then P is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of dimension n + 1 and k + 2.
PROOF. By Corollary 2.2 it follows that P and P(Q) are homotopy equivalent. By construction, P(Q) has the homotopy type of the wedge V$=1 [zl(P(Qi))[ with wedge point p. Now the result follows from Proposition 2.4.
• [] As mentioned briefly before, modified results hold under relaxed conditions. For example, one can remove the restriction that the posets P<~, (resp. P<yi) are homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of the same dimensions k (resp. n). It suffices to assume that P<0, is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of dimension 3~,..., 3~ and that P<yj is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of dimension greater than max(3~,... ,3~).
THE COHEN-MACAULAY CONNECTIVrrY
Now we would like to apply the results of Section 2 to an investigation of the CM-connectivity of supersolvable lattices. By definition [15] , a supersolvable lattice contains a maximal chain which generates with every other maximal chain a distributive lattice. As usual, we call such a chain an M-chain. Any chain of modular elements is an M-chain, but in general elements of M-chains are not modular. However, for each element x of an M-chain one modular law holds [15, Proposition 2.2]; Namely, for all z<~yeL the identity ZV(XAy)=(ZVX)Ay is valid. The following lemma is an immediate consequence of this fact. PROOF. If X, is not complemented then there is nothing to show. So we may assume that the set ~,. = {z I z AXi = 0, Z VX,. = i} of complements of x,. is not empty. Assume that for two elements z, y e ~ the relation z ~< y holds. By the modular law we obtain Z=ZvO=zv(xi^y)=yA(zvxi)=yAi=y.
Therefore the elements of ~i form an antichain in L.
We prove the second assertion by induction on i. For i = 0 the assertion is trivial. Hence we may assume i = 1. Let z be a complement of xl in L. Then, for an arbitrary element y ~> z, the equation y vxl = 1 holds. By the order dual of the modular law for xl we obtain [] In the sequel we will be interested in the following condition on a lattice L:
We would like to thank the referee for providing an elementary argumentation for the proof of the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a 2-CM poset. Then P satisfies (l~ ).
PROOF. The MSbius number of a poset P satisfies iz(P)=l~(P-{x})+ /z([I), x])./z([x, i])
for all x e P -{0, i} (see [16, 3.14.3] ). Now, a standard fact (see [16, 3.8 , t] ) is non-zero and its sign is given by (-1) '~'kct°'xl)+'~'k(tx'~) = (-1) "~'kv'). From the fact that P is 2-CM we deduce that /~(P-{x}) and Iz(P) have the same sign (-1) "~'kCJ'). Now
Baclawski's Theorem [1, Theorem 3.2] shows that for a semimodular lattice the 2-CM property is equivalent to the condition of being geometric. Now we develop an analogous theorem for supersolvable lattices using the property (/z). By the Homotopy Complcmcntation formula or by standard facts about the MSbius number (see [16] ) it follows that if ~(L)~0 then L is a complemented lattice (i.e. every clement in the lattice has a complement). In particular, all lattices satisfying (/~) are complemented.
Let z be an arbitrary element ~0, i in L. By Lz wc denote the poset L -{z}. Wc will deduce a contradiction by proving that Lz is homotopy Cohen-Macaulay. Again from the minimality of L, we infer that all intervals in Lz are homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres the dimension of which equals the rank of the interval minus 2. Let xa bc the minimal element of an M-chain in L. In the sequel we denote by n the rank of the lattice L.
(i) First we treat the case z ~ xl under the additional assumption that if z ~ xa then z is not maximal. Let t be an element of L~ such that tvx~ and t^xa exist in Lz. Assume further that tvxa = t and t^xl = {] in L~. So either t has already been a complement of x~ in L (recall that L must be complemented) or z is a maximal element containing t and xl. By assumption, the second case is excluded. Hence, by Lemma 3.1, the element t is maximal in L and complements xa. Conversely, condition (~) ensures that there are elements t complementing xl. By the Homotopy Complementation formula, Corollary 2.3, the homotopy type of the proper part of Lz is the suspension of the wedge of the proper parts of [0, t] -{z}, where t ranges over the complements t ~ z of x~ in L. By assumption, [(}, t]-{z} is homotopy Cohen-Macaulay (actually, it is even homotopy 2-Cohen-Macaulay if z ¢ [(), t]). Hence it has the homotopy type of a wedgd of (n-3)-spheres. This implies that L, has the homotopy type of a wedge of (n -2)-spheres.
(ii) In the case z =xl we treat n = rank(L)= 2 and n = rank(L)~ 2 separately. If n = 2, then the proper part of L is an antichain. Since/~(L) ~ 0 the antichain consists of more than one element. Hence the removal of xl leaves a lattice of rank 2. But then L~ is Cohen-Macaulay. Since the case n = 1 is trivial we may assume that n ~ 3. Let L* and L* denote the dual posets (i.e. the poset the order relation of which is the reversed order relation) of L and Lz. Let x,-1 be the maximal element of an M-chain passing through xl. Then L* is obtained from L* by removing a maximal element containing the least element x,_l of an M-chain. Of course, L* is also supersolvable and therefore we have reduced the problem to case (iii).
(iii) The last case left is the case that L has rank t> 3 and that z is a maximal element in the interval [x~, i]. In particular, L~ is a lattice. As in case (i) assume that t is an element of L~ such that tvx~ and tAX~ exist in Lz. Assume further that tvx~ = i and t^x~ ---0 in Lz. Again, either t has been a complement of xl in L or t is an element of L such that t^x,=O and x~vt=z. At first we will analyse the case tAXI=O and [3
We would like to conjecture that if k is the minima~ number of atoms in an interval Ix, y] of rank 2 in a s, upersolvable lattice then L is k-Cohen-Macaulay. This result would be an analogue to the result of Baclawski for geometric lattices. But we see no opportunity to prove this conjecture with the methods established above. It is also open whether the removal of an element from a supersolvable lattice leaves a shellable lattice. This is certainly true if for any x in the lattice there is an M-chain not passing through x. The last observation follows from the fact that the removal of an element from an EL-shellable poset which does not lie on an ascending chain leaves an EL-shellable poset [4] . Recall that in the proof of the EL-shellability of supersotvable lattices the chosen M-chain becomes the ascending chain of the shelling. But it can be read off from the case (iii) of the proof that the most difficult part of our proof is to deal with lattices from which an element of an M-chain has been deleted. [] As another application we characterize the finite groups G the lattice of subgroups A(G) of which is 2-Cohen-Macaulay. By a result of Bj0rner [3] it is well known that the lattice of subgroups of a finite group is Cohen-Macaulay iff the group is ~persolvable. A finite group is called supersolvable if there exists a chain 1 = No < N1 <'-" < Nk = G of normal subgroups, such that each quotient N~/Ni-I is a cyclic group. This fact implies that the subgroup lattice of a supersolvable group is a supersolvable lattice. Before we can prove our results we need the following group-theoretical lemma. Recall that a lattice L is called relatively complemented if every interval Ix, y] in L is complemented. From the preceding lemma we immediately infer the characterization of the finite groups the lattice of subgroups of which is 2-Cohen-Macaulay.
THEOREM 3.6. The lattice of subgroups A(G) of a finite group G is 2-CohenMacaulay iff G is supersolvable and A(G) is complemented.
PROOF. We have already mentioned that that the lattice of subgroups of a finite group is Cohen-Macaulay iff G is supersolvable [3] . Moreover, the lattice of subgroups of a supersolvable group is a supersolvable lattice. Now the ass~rtio~ follows from Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.5.
[] Of course, simple counterexamples show that for general sllpersolvable latti~s L the condition (tz) is not equivalent to/~(L) ~0.
Finally, we would like to add the remark that, in geaeral, the hu~olic~ion 0z)~2-Cohen-Macaulay is not true for bounded posets. We are grateful to T. I-tibi and G. M. Ziegler for providing counterexamples.
